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1. Introduction. If the Banach space B is a countably infinite direct

sum of nontrivial subspaces Bi, B=^Bi, such that each b has a

unique representation b= zZ°i< &«GPi; and if each of the projections

Pib = bt is continuous then say that B has a Schauder decomposition

(a brief history of this topic is found in [8]). Sanders [9] has shown

that (m), the space of bounded sequences, does not have a Schauder

decomposition such that the coordinate sequences (oij)?Li lie in dis-

tinct Bk. The purpose of this note is to prove (m) has no Schauder

decomposition whatsoever. In fact this is true for a class of spaces

which include those C(H) spaces for which H is compact, Hausdorff,

and extremely disconnected; (and all direct factors of such spaces

(the Px-spaces) (see [l, pp. 94-96] for a discussion of such C(H)).

Let B* be the conjugate space of B and let (/„) be a sequence in B*.

If limn fn(b) exists and is finite for every b in B then the limit defines

an element of B* [2, p. 52]. The following properties of (m) are criti-

cal for our proof.

(1) If lim fnib) = fib) exists for each b in (m) then lim F(Jn) exists

for each F in (m)** and is equal to F(f), [3, pp. 168, 169]. That is,

sequential weak* convergence in (m)* implies weak convergence.

(2) Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let S, T be weakly compact

linear operators such that

5 T
X -> im) -> Y.

Then TS: X-+Y is compact [2, p. 494].

Replacing (m) with B in (1) and (2) our main theorem is: If B

has properties (1) and (2) then it does not have a Schauder decom-

position.

2. The main theorem. Suppose now that B has property (1) and a

Schauder decomposition zZ^i- Then b = zZi PjQ>) f°r each b in B.

Define conjugate projections Q, in B* by Qjf(b) =f(Pjb) for every b

in B, f in B*. Each sum 2^™ Pj is a continuous projection and has

conjugate projection ^n Qi- The set of projections J^™ Pt is uni-

formly norm bounded (in m, n) since (zZn Pj)(b)=zZn °i^®,

n, m-*«>   [2, p. 52]. As || zZn Qi\\ =|| E» -Py|| the set of projections
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53« Qi is uniformly norm bounded as well. Moreover for each / in

B* one has

53 Qjf) (b) = 53 fi.p,Q = / [ Z Pjb j -»o,    »,«-*•.

Then, using (1), 53i°° Qif converges weakly to/. It is easy to see that

the sequence (Qjf) is unique. Thus, in this sense, B* has a weak de-

composition .B*= 53i° A/, where Bj =QjB*. In fact 53^< is a
Schauder decomposition of B* ((i, ii) below).

Proposition. 1/ B has a Schauder decomposition and satisfies (1) then

(i) 1/ bjEBj for each j and either bj = 0 or ||&;-|| =1 then [bj\bj9^0]

is a basis for [bj] (the closed span of (bj)).

(ii) If fjEB'j for each j and either /, = 0 or ||/,-|| =1 then {/y|/,-^0}

is a basis /or [/,•].

(iii)   53-S/ ^5 ° Schauder decomposition o/ B*.

(iy)   L/y] in 00 *5 reflexive.
(v) id FG5** (=(#*)*) awd Zef Fn be F restricted to 53„" Bj.

Then \\Fn\\—*0 (i/ze decomposition is shrinking in the sense o/ [&]).

(vi)   [&y] in (i) above is reflexive.

Parts (iv) and (vi) are those needed to prove the main theorem,

the others being steps to achieving (iv) and (vi).

Suppose now the proposition is known and suppose B satisfies

(1), (2), and has Schauder decomposition 53-^j- Choose bjEBj with

||&,-|| =1. Let B* = 53-S/ De the decomposition in (iii). Choose c such

that He] | ^c for every j. Select g3 having norm one such that | gj(bj) \

£1/2. Then | Qigi(b,)\ £ 1/2 while \\Qjgj\\^c. Set /j = Qjgj/\\Qjgj\\.
Then 1 =||/,-|| £ |/,-(&,■) | £l/2c>0. Find such/,- in B] for each j. Re-

call that if i^j then/,■(&,■) =0 (Qjfj(Pibi)=fj(PjPibi)=fj(0)). Con-
sider the mapping

[j,]iB-£[fy]*

where 7 is the identity and T is defined by Tb(^Jtj/,) = 53^/y(&)-
Then 7 and 7 are continuous and linear. Since by (iv) and (vi) both

[bj] and [/,-] are reflexive [/,]* is also, and so 7 and T are weakly com-

pact, [1, p. 56]. Thus by (2) 77 is compact. Now TIbj(/,) = Tbi(J])

=/j(bj) so || TIbj\\ £ l/2c. A subsequence TIbnj converges to an ele-

ment of [/,]* while TIbnj converges weakly to 0 since
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and in a reflexive space weak and weak* convergence are the same

[l, p. 25]. Thus TIbnj converges in norm to 0 which is a contradic-

tion to || T7tV,-|| 3: l/2c for all j.

3. Proof of the proposition. We shall need two well known theorems

about bases, the first due to James [4], and the second to Karlin [5]

(see [l, p. 69] for a proof). A basis (b„) for B is boundedly complete

if || 22" tjbj\\ ̂ K for all n implies 22i" t,bj converges. It is shrinking
if, for each/ in B* fn=f\ [bj, j^n] (f restricted to the closed span of

{bj\j^n}) converges to 0 (||/„H0)-

(J) Let B have basis (b„). Then B is reflexive if and only if (&„)
is shrinking and boundedly complete.

A sequence (&„) is a weak Schauder basis if for each b in B there is

a unique sequence (tj) such that 22'/^' converges weakly to b and if

the functionals (piib) =U are continuous.

(K) A weak Schauder basis is a basis.

Both (i) and (ii) will follow from (iii) and its proof. To show (iii),

that is that 22-^/ 1S a Schauder decomposition, we must show

/= zZQif, f°r every /in B*. Now 22" Qif converges weakly* to /

and so weakly to /. Thus each / has a unique representation (£>y/)

such that 22" Qjf converges weakly to / and the coordinate projec-

tion Qj is continuous for each j. Such a decomposition we may call

a weak decomposition. The following lemma was observed first by

Ruckle [7, Theorem 1.20 and a remark on p. 549].

Lemma. If X= 22" Xj is a weak decomposition then it is a Schauder

decomposition.

Proof. Let 22" xj converge weakly to x, XjEXj for each j. Let

yy=Xy/||xy|| if Xjt^O and yy = 0 if x, = 0. In [yy] let zn= 22;" 1 hnVi con-

verge to u as ra—>°°. Then, since each projection RjX = Xj is continuous

n: tjny,-^>Uj so that tin converges, say to tj, if yyi^O (and if y,- = 0 we

may set each ijn = 0). Moreover Wy = /yyy. The sequence it,) is unique

and 22? tjVj — 22" ui converges weakly to u. Thus (yy) is a weak basis

for [y,] and by (K) it is a basis (this proves (i) then).

Now the representation of x in [yy] is 22" ||#/||:y/= 22" xi which

converges to x as (yy) is a basis. Thus the decomposition is a Schauder

decomposition (hence (ii) follows from (i) in our particular case). We

remark that the argument proves such a sequence (yy) is a basis for

[yj] for any space X having a Schauder decomposition zZ^i-

(iv) To show [fj] in (ii) is reflexive we show its unit ball is weakly

compact [l, pp. 51, 56]. Let 22*" 1 tjnfj = gnE [fj] and ||gn|| ̂  1 for each

n. Use a diagonal process to find a subsequence gni = hi= zZsiifi such
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that Sji—>Sj as i—>oo for each j (the projections (Qj) are uniformly

norm bounded so this may be done).

By (iii) 53" Qj converges to the identity in the strong operator

topology [l, p. 34] so that the set (53m Qi) is uniformly norm bounded,

say by c. Then for each x in B

k oo

| h„(x) - hm(x) | g   53 (Wi - sjm/j)(xj)   +   53 (sjnfj - sjm/j)(xj)
1 k+l

k

^      53 (hnfi - Sjm/j) (Xj)
1

eo k

+ 2c   53 Xj   <   53 (sinfj — Sjmfj) (xj)   + e
jfcfl 1

if K is large, <2e if n, m are large. Thus h„ is weakly* Cauchy and so

weakly Cauchy. Since fe„ (X,-)—>•?</,• (x») asn—>oo for every x.iniJ.onehas

that h„(x)-^^2si/i(x) for every x in B. But then hn converges weakly

to 535t/» in B*. Since 535>'/» is m L/y] tne unit Dan 0l [//] is weakly

compact.

(v) Let F be in B** and 7'n = 7'| 53» 5/. Suppose ||7^||-t-*0. Then

3«>0 and a subsequence (Fni) of (7"„) such that \\Fn]\ >e for each i.

If nt>m then Fm= Fni on the domain of 7^ so that ||Fm £||F„,.||.

Hence || 7„|| >e for every «. Choose/i= 53il gy such that 1 £ /i||^l/2

and Fi(/i)>e. Choose /*= 53*+i gy such that l^||/2||^l/2 and

Tn1+i(/2)>e. Continuing in this way we choose a sequence F(,y+, and

/y=I3^.l+igy such that l^H/,-11^1/2 and Fn._1+i(/y)>« (n0 = 0).
Now [gy] is reflexive so by (J) 7*1 [g,-| *'£«,-] converges to 0 in norm.

But F(/j) = Fnj-1+i(/j)>e for each j contradicts f,E [gy|j^«y-i+l]

for large /.

(vi) To show [bj] in (i) is reflexive we prove that [bj]* has a basis

which is both shrinking and boundedly complete and apply (J).

Choose fj in Bj such that/,■(&,•) = 1. The identity 7: [&,-]—»7J has con-

jugate I* such that I*fj=4>j is a biorthogonal sequence to (bj). Given

any c6 in [bj]* there is a unique sequence (t,) such thatc6(x) = 53^y(x)

for each x in [bj] (let <b(bj) = tj, x = "£,Sjbj, then c6(x) = 53^'5y
= 53^>y(*))- Let I*g=<b and g = 53gy- Then I*gj = tj<pj for some /,■
since I*gj(Y,Sibi)=Sjgj(bj)=gj(bj)<bj('£lSibi). Thus ^ = gj(bf). Thus
7* (53j?y) = 53^y converges. By the calculation preceding, it must

converge to <p so that (<6j) is a basis for [&/]*. If || 53" tj4>,\\ ̂ K for

each n then m

£to(2>«W?o
n
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or 22" ^' converges weakly* to a limit (j> and <pibf)=tj. Thus

(p = 22W>/ so that

n n

22 h4>i —» 22 <A-
1

Thus i<pj) is boundedly complete and it remains to show it is shrink-

ing. Let FE [(pj\* and let FnizZh<Pi) = F(zZn tj<Pi) for every 22Wv m
[4>j]. Then ||P„||->0 if and only if ||p| [<£y| j^ra]||-*0 as follows. The

projections 22" t&i~*zZZ t&i are uniformly norm bounded, say by

K. Then ||f| [^y|i3i»]|| ̂ JJF„|| ̂ K\\f\ [^y|i^»]||. Now I**Fn = I**F
on zZ" Bj and 0 on 2ZT1 Bj. Then, as above, ||/**FB||-^0 if

||l**F| ZT-B/||->0 which is (v). Since \\l**Fn\\ =||F„|| (/** is an
isometry) the basis is shrinking.
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